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Abstract:  There’s seldom work carried on dealing with the contradiction between the vague and uncertain 
requirements of end-user and the precise and deterministic process in service composition. A multi-grain formal 
model for service composition is proposed in this paper. This model considers the requirement of customers in 
service composition from the end-user view and a formal specification on mapping the Web service description to 
the generalized decision logic language (GDL) is presented to construct multi-grain service composition views. 
GDL is a formal logic language proposed in granular computing research community as an expecting specification 
for definition of granular models. It can be used to define a multi-grain model for service composition and make 
users and service composition agent work in different information granule level separately. The proposed model is 
expected to provide a more understandable view for an end-user than traditional service composition model and 
conforms to the human cognition mode. 
Key words:  SOA; SOC; service composition; granular computing; generalized decision logic 

摘  要: 服务组合中端用户的模糊和不确定的需求与服务组合过程的精确性要求之间存在着矛盾,而几乎没

有相关的工作考虑了这个问题.提出一种多粒度的服务组合形式化模型.这一模型从端用户的角度来考虑服务

组合中用户的需求.为了构建多粒度的服务组合视图,将 Web 服务描述映射成广义决策逻辑语言(GDL).GDL 是

由粒度计算的研究组织提出的一种形式化语言,试图用来作为定义粒度模型的规范.利用 GDL 构建的服务组合

多粒度模型,可以使用户和服务组合代理在不同的信息粒层进行组合工作.与传统的模型相比,这一模型可以为
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端用户提供更容易理解的服务组合视图,符合人类感知模式. 
关键词: SOA;SOC;服务组合;粒度计算;广义决策逻辑 

1   Introduction 

Many works carried on semantic service discovery and matching are expected to bring automation to service 
discovery, selection and invocation[1−6]. The automation can be achieved in web service classification/clustering or 
service matching. Also, the automation can be achieved in QoS-based selection for web service composition[7]. 
Although much work has combined the semantic information with syntactic information of service to 
classify/cluster the services, few studies have distinguished the effects of different information granularities in 
service composition, for example, the fuzzy and rough requirements from the point of view of end-users on the one 
hand, while the precise and rigid restriction on business logic and operation on the other hand. An end-user is a user 
who is unnecessarily to have information technology expertise but just want to provide some value-added services 
to their potential customers of their websites, their company, or school or barely to themselves. 

The purpose of this paper is to put forward an integrated model for semi-automation schema of Web service 
composition. The information processing methodology of granular computing is used to build the formal service 
composition model in this paper. More specifically, the generalized decision logic (GDL) language[8] is proposed to 
define the model and some rules are used for optimization of the model. 

2   Service Composition Model 

2.1   System model 

At first, the definition on information tables with added semantics[8] is introduced to prepare for the formal 
definition of services and granules. An information table is expressed as: 
  (1) })|{},|{,,( AtafAtaVAtUS aa ∈∈=
Where: 

U is a finite non-empty set of objects, 
At is a finite non-empty set of attributes, 
Va is a non-empty set of values for a∈At, 
fa: U→Va is an information function. 

Each information function fa is a total function that maps an object of U to exactly one value in Va. In the 
context of this paper, the objects in U are the Web services in considering service repository. The services are only 
perceived, observed or measured by using a finite number of attributes. 

An information table with added semantics can be described by a pair: 

  (2) })|{,( AtaLSS a ∈=+

where S is a standard information table, La is a set of labels used to name granules of Va. Each member of La 
can be a subset of Va. 

A description of service repository can be easily mapped to a semantic information table by following 
definition: 

U is a finite non-empty set of services, 
At is a finite non-empty set of attributes of services, 
Va is a non-empty set of values for a∈At, for the functionality attributes, the values will be some concepts in 

domain ontologies correlated to the service depository. For the non-functionality attributes, the values will be some 
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real value figures. 
fa: U→Va is an information function. 
La is a set of labels. Each label in La is a set of semantic concepts to describe the granules for comprehension 

of users. 

2.2   Generalized decision logic language 

The basic alphabet of GDL for an information table consists of the following three types of symbols[8]: 
At: A finite set of attribute symbols, 
Ra: A finite set of relation symbols for each attribute a∈At, and 
La: A set of label symbols for each attribute a∈At. 
Formulas of GDL are defined by the following two rules: 
1. An atomic formula of GDL is a descriptor (a,r,l), where a∈At, r∈Ra, l∈La, 
2. The well-formed formulas (wff) of GDL is the smallest set containing the atomic formulas and closed under 

. , , , ,¬ ∩ ∪ → ≡

Given a GDL and an information table S+, the satisfiability of a formula φ by an object x, written | Sx φ+=  or 
in short φ=|x  if S+ is understood, is defined as follows[8]: 

(1) | ( , , )  iff ( ) ,
(2) | iff not | ,
(3) | iff | and | ,
(4) | iff | or | ,
(5) |  iff | ,
(6) | iff |  and |

ax a r l f x r l
x x
x x x
x x x
x x
x x x

φ φ
φ ψ φ φ
φ ψ φ φ
φ ψ φ ψ
φ ψ φ ψ ψ

=

= ¬ =
= ∧ = =
= ∨ = =
= → = ¬ ∨
= ≡ = → = → φ

 

If Φ is a formula, the set mS+(Φ) defined by: 
},||{)( φφ =∈=+ xUxm

S
 

is called the meaning of the formula Φ in S. If S+ is understood, we simply write m(Φ). 

2.3   Granulation for end-user oriented service composition 

A semi-automated service composition model should have two properties for end-users to participate the 
design procedure easily: 

1．The model should provide multi-grain view on the universe of candidate services. It is unreasonable for 
end-users to go through the details of each service descriptions. Instead, end-users usually used to consider the 
problem in a coarse-grain knowledge level and think on abstract, rough and uncertain concepts. On the other hand, 
an automated planner can worked in a fine-grain level with rigid and precise knowledge description, but it is 
difficult for the search algorithms to deduce the solution in a coarse-grain level with fuzzy and imprecise 
knowledge. 

2．Appropriate and comprehensive semantic labels should be assigned to each granule for understanding of 
users. 

Constructing a granule, that is granulation, is actually a clustering procedure. A formal description of a granule 
is defined by: 
 ))(,( φφ mG =  (3) 

Where Φ is a wff. More specifically, Φ is a description of m(Φ) in S+, the intension of granule G, and m(Φ) is 
the set of objects satisfying Φ, the extension of granule G. 

As aforementioned in Section 2.2, a wff is made up of At, Ra, and La. To form a granule, many attributes of 
services can be used in the granulation, such as the service name, service input/output parameters and service 
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business community category, etc. The metric relation used to granulation can be similarity calculation on some 
attributes. The semantics labeling on the service granules is a trivial work often omitted in many cases. But it is an 
important and necessary aspect for end-user oriented service composition. We have following formal description on 
semantic labeling: 

1. Let Ca be the set of all concepts in a concept hierarchy with respect to an attribute a, a label La for granules 
categorized on a could be La=Ca. 

2. If the granules is categorized on a set of attributes a1, a2,…,am, then the label could be: 

  (4) ∪
m

i
ai

CL
1=

=

The above description is intuitive and simple. In many cases, a reduction on this semantic label is necessary to 
avoid the information redundance. We firstly introduce the definition of neighborhood[9]: 

 1 2, ( , ,..., ),  ,  1... ,  ( , , ),
( ) { | ( | ) ( | )}

m i A A

A

x U A a a a a At i m A r l
N x y U x y

φ
φ φ

∀ ∈ = ∈ = =
= ∈ = ∧ =

 (5) 

The reduction rules of the semantic label are as follows: 
1. Let A is a set of attributes, GA is the granules categorized on A. If for an ai∈A, for any x∈U, 

NA(x)≡NA-ai(x) holds, 
then the Cai can be removed from LA. Where A-ai means the set of attributes in A except the ai. LA is the label of GA. 

2. If a set of concepts can be represented by a super concept, then this set of concepts can be substituted by the 
super concept in the label. 

The rule 1) is to remove the redundant concepts from a label of a granule, which don’t contribute to the 
semantic description of a granule anymore. The rule 2) is often called as concept aggregation in information 
retrieval community[1]. 

3   Related Works and Comparison 

The clustering and search techniques in data mining and information retrieval (IR) field have been widely used 
in SOC field. Majority of related works are devoted to service discovery and matching. Xin, etc.[1] presented a 
similarity search technique for WSDL-oriented Web services. Corella, etc.[3−5] presented a heuristic approach to 
Web services classification and a prototype for service discovery. Klusc, etc.[2] presented their works on hybrid 
semantic Web service matching with their matchmaker OWL-MX. Kokash, etc.[6] also introduced their hybrid 
matching approach for Web service discovering and evaluate their approach using WSDL corpus. Although these 
approaches can be used in similarity clustering for service composition, none of them is totally suitable for service 
composition for the difference between service composition and service discovery. A service composition procedure 
is more complicated than service discovery. Not only is an approximated collection of services needed be selected 
for each task in service composition workflow, but also are the precise business logic and composability between 
services needed be considered. We adopt a semi-automated service composition selection model which is end-user 
oriented. An end-user can choose the service composition plan at a coarse-grain level while service composers can 
select the business logic and composable services for this composition plan at a fine-grain level. To achieve this 
target, an appropriate clustering in different granular views for service composition is necessary. Although some 
researchers have taken the grain into consideration, their methods are intuitive and simple. E.g., in Ref.[3], the 
coarse-grain service discovery means to provide the services groups categorized on commercial categories to 
end-users. In some cases, the granule has different universe of objects with the one in our paper. E.g., in Ref.[6], the 
fine-grain approaches are the ones that can’t be further decomposed in contrast to hybrid approaches. In our paper, 
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the coarse or fine grains are correlated to clusters with the different number of services included in clusters with 
different abstract degree of concepts. We use the generalized decision logic (GDL) language for granular 
computing[8] with some optimization rules to construct an end-user oriented service composition rule. Different with 
the hybrid approaches presented in service discovery field, which usually are the linear combination or cascade of 
matching approaches, our strategy involves the functional and non-functional features into clustering in distinct 
granules view. Although Medjahed, etc.[10,11] put forward their composable rules with multilevel service 
composition model, they didn’t consider the service composition from different granules. Actually, they used the 
linear combination of composition rules to evaluate the composability between services, which is a typical single 
dimensional granule way. 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper proposes a formal model for end-user oriented service composition. We consider the vague and 
ambiguous requirements in the point of view of end-users while the demands on facility and accuracy in the view of 
service composers. We construct the proposed model using formal method (GDL) deriving from granular 
computing. As far as we know, it’s the first time to put forward the GDL in service composition field. 

Our future work is to combine our model with a domain-specific case in a real project. 
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